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ABSTRACT 

 
 The recent advances in Wireless Sensor Networks have yielded a tremendous effort in recent 

years in healthcare. However, in most of these researches, tasks like sensor data processing, 

health state decisions making and emergency messages sending are completed by a remote 

server. Transmitting and handing with a large scale of data from body sensors consume a lot of 

communication resource, bring a burden to the remote server and delay the decision time and 

notification time, Driven by the confluence between the need to collect data about people‘s 

physical, physiological, psychological, cognitive, and behavioural processes in spaces ranging 

from personal to urban and the recent availability of the technologies that enable this data 

collection, wireless sensor networks for healthcare have emerged in the recent years. In this 

paper we propose a new security technique (wavelet) in healthcare applications without 

considering security makes patient privacy vulnerable based on an advanced Wireless Sensor 

Network (WSN) due to the required level of trustworthiness and the need to ensure the privacy 

and security of medical data. 

Keywords:  Wireless Sensor Network, Healthcare Applications, Wavelet, Distributed  

cooperative, PSO. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
People are suffering from diseases of the elderly will increase in the world‘s population ages. An 

emerging application for wireless sensor networks involves their use in medical care is very 

essential. In a hospital or clinic, outfitting every patient with tiny, wearable wireless vital sign 

sensors would allow doctors, nurses and other caregivers to continuously monitor the status of 

their patients. In an emergency or disaster scenario, the same technology would enable medics to 

more effectively care for large numbers of casualties. First responders could receive immediate 
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notifications on any changes in patient status, such as respiratory failure or cardiac arrest. Except 

these there are different diseases such as, diabetics, brain ham rage etc which are essential 

diagnosis required. Wireless sensors could augment or replace existing wired telemetry systems 

for many specific clinical applications, such as physical rehabilitation or long-term ambulatory 

monitoring. The researchers had assisted residents and their caregivers by providing continuous 

medical monitoring, memory enhancement, control of home appliances, medical data access, and 

emergency communication. Researchers in computer, networking, and medical fields are 

working to make the broad vision of smart healthcare possible [1-7]. Various economic and 

technological factors the researchers have brought sophisticated electronics within the reach of 

average users. These technologies, when complimented with wireless sensor networks, promise 

to add a truly ambient intelligent component to our daily lives. Today, these technologies may be 

integrated into existing consumer electronic and infrastructure already found in the home. The 

future home represents an opportunity for the convergence of these technologies far beyond what 

we see today.  

                                   

Figure: 1. wireless sensor networks in healthcare  

 

We have been seen that all researchers have described regarding wireless sensor network, but did 

not say statues about the wireless sensor information. Though the wireless sensor information‘s 

are very important for both patient and doctor for saving life. So we contribute the following 

points in this paper how to preserve and security the wireless sensor information. 
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 Identify opportunities for health monitoring applications utilizing wireless sensor 

network information. 

 Compress the information by using wavelet technology. Digital information will convert 

into image format in which large amount information can store.   

 Then decompress that information from image format and use the distributive 

cooperative technique for retrieving the information. 

 To get the noiseless information, use the particle swamp optimizing technique.  

Diagnosis the patients by doctor‘s perfectly and health care will be believed by people of 

wireless sensor technology tremendously. 

 

2. LITERATURE  SURVEY 

 
                Many of the aforementioned requirements have not yet been adequately addressed 

by the sensor network community. The chief reason is that most sensor network applications 

have very different data, communication, and lifetime requirements. Unlike traditional data 

collection applications such as environmental monitoring [8-10], medical deployments were 

characterized by nodes with varying data rates and few opportunities in network aggregation. 

In addition, medical sensor networks were less concerned with maximizing individual node 

lifetimes, since it is acceptable to recharge devices or change batteries on a relatively 

frequent basis. As a result, many of the significant advances in communication models [11-

12], time synchronization [13-14], and energy management [15] should be revaluated given 

these new requirements. Most of the projects were concerned with developing wearable 

medical sensors [16-18], while others have developed infrastructures for monitoring 

individual patients during daily activity, at home [19-21] or at a hospital. The SMART [22], 

AID-N [23], and WiiSARD [24] teams were among several funded through a US National 

Library of Medicine effort to develop new technologies for disaster management. The AID-N 

group had designed WSN for healthcare using WSNs and the SMART team has developed a 

mote-based EKG [25]. The WiiSARD group has developed a prototype pulse ox meter based 

on an 802.11-equipped PDA, but its size and power requirements make it impractical for real 

medical use. The WiiSARD and SMART designs call for a central server to collect and 

distribute all sensor data, and approach with obvious reliability and scalability 

considerations. A wireless patch-type physiological monitoring micro system was proposed 

by Ke and Yang [26] in which the skin temperature, ECG signals, and respiration rate are 

measured and shown by computer information centre. In this section, we propose a wireless 

physiological signal monitoring system which integrates a SoC platform, Bluetooth wireless, 

and Internet technologies to home-care application to collect the heart rate, ECG, and body 

temperature into nursing center respectively. In 2006, Lin et al. [27] proposed a wireless 

physiological monitoring system named RTWPMS to monitor the physiological signals of 

aged patients via wireless communication channel and wired local area network. Body 
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temperature, blood pressure, and heart rate signals are collected and then stored in the 

computer of a network management centre in Lin‘s system. Researchers, both within the GEI 

program [28-32]) have also recognized the utility of such sensing in making measurements 

for longitudinal studies ranging from the scale of individuals to large populations. Curtis et 

al. [33] have used geo-positioning to locate the patient and caregiver in their project called 

SMART (Scalable Medical Alert Response Technology). Meingast et al. [34] have raised 

similar questions regarding patient privacy as:   

(i) Who can have permission to own the data;  

(ii) What type of medical data, how much, and where the data should be collected; 

(iii) Who can have permission to inspect the medical data; and  

(iv) To whom should medical   data be revealed to without the patient‘s consent? 

 

This paper articulates about wavelet technique related technologies keeping in view of various 

needs in medical healthcare. Various weaknesses in medical healthcare pointed out by different 

researchers have been taken into account and a noble solution is proposed in the present work. 

The proposed process will allow medical healthcare whether the doctors are present or not with a 

specialization of information technology skill.  

This paper proposed a wavelet technique solution to generate errorless information for doctor to 

observe the results. In this way doctor will capable to diagnosis a patient in proper manner. In 

this paper, an efficient wavelet based algorithm has been developed to facilitate an online, 

interactive and fruitful diagnosis a patient and able to give some direction to him.  

 
3. WSN APPLICATION TO THE MEDICAL HEALTHCARE 

 
                 Healthcare is always a big concern, since it involves the quality of life a given 

individual can have. It is always better to prevent an illness than to treat it, so individual 

monitoring is required as a periodic activity. The aging population of developed countries 

present a growing slice of government‘s budget, and presents new challenges to healthcare 

systems, namely with elderly people living on independent senior housing [35].Traditionally, 

health monitoring is performed on a periodic check basis, where the patient must remember its 

symptoms; the doctor performs some check and formulates a diagnostic, then monitors patient 

progress along the treatment, if possible. However, some symptoms only manifest themselves in 

daily activities, where an individual may feel some pain or discomfort. Healthcare applications 

of wireless sensor networks allow in-home assistance, smart nursing homes, clinical trial and 

research augmentation [36]. In-home healthcare becomes mandatory for diseases like Parkinson 

or Alzheimer, providing memory enhancement through medicine reminders, mental stimulation 

through sounds or images of object‘s location control over home appliances, medical data 

lookup, and emergency situations. Such approach may lead to a multi-tiered architecture, with 

lightweight mobile computers and smart sensors in conjunction with more powerful 

computational devices. Before describing and surveying medical applications for healthcare, this 
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section focuses on several challenges and general aspects that characterize this kind of 

technologies. 

                

Figure: 2. Medical Healthcare using different wireless sensor networks. 

 

 In Figure MHWSNs carry the promise of quality-of-care across wide variety of healthcare 

applications (e.g., ambulatory monitoring, vital sign monitoring in-hospitals, elderly peoples‘ at 

home care monitoring, monitoring in mass-casualty disasters, clinical monitoring, etc.). In 

addition, other applications that also benefit from MHWSNs include sports-person health status 

monitoring [37] and patients‘ self-care. Thus, healthcare systems are the most beneficial 

applications using wireless medical sensor technology that can perform patient care within 

homes, hospitals, clinics, disaster sites and the open environment. Because of the fast 

development and wide application of Internet, homecare applications to provide health 

monitoring and care by sending personal physiological signals to Internet have become highly 

feasible. However, the health care systems have restricted the activity area of patients to be 

within medical health care centre or within residence area. To provide more feasible manner for 

patients, it is necessary to embed wireless communication technology into healthcare systems. 

The physiological signals are then immediately transmitted to a remote management centre for 

analysis by using wireless local area network. Homecare service has been further extended to 

become mobile care service due to the ubiquity of global system for mobile communications and 

general packet radio service. There are many researchers have used personal digital assistant 

(PDA) to monitor the patient‘s status remotely and accurately [38].                    
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Diseases such as diabetes, asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, congestive heart 

failure, and memory decline are challenging to monitor and treat. These diseases can benefit 

from patients taking an active role in the monitoring process. Wirelessly networked sensors 

embedded in people‘s living spaces or carried on the person can collect information about 

personal physical, physiological, and behavioural states and patterns in real-time and 

everywhere. Such data can also be correlated with social and environmental context.  

A wireless networked sensing is to provide active assistance and guidance to patients coping 

with declining sensory and motor capabilities. New types of intelligent assistive devices that 

make use of information about the patient‘s physiological and physical state from sensors built in 

the device, worn or even implanted on the user‘s person, and embedded in the surroundings. 

These intelligent assistive devices can not only tailor their response to individual users and their 

current context, but also provide the user and their care givers crucial feedback for longer-term 

training.  

 

4.  SECURITY MECHANSIM 

 
                  In healthcare scenarios, MHWSNs certainly improve patient‘s quality-of-care without 

disturbing their comfort. Security mechanisms are processes that are used to detect, prevent and 

recover from security attacks. There are significant security mechanisms for traditional networks 

(i.e., wired and ad hoc) they are generally not directly applicable to resource constrained wireless 

medical sensor networks, so this sub-section discusses the issues concerning existing security 

mechanisms, as follows: 

            4.1. CRYPTOGRAPHY 

                 As Medical Healthcare Wireless Sensor Networks deal with sensitive physiological 

information, strong cryptographic functions (i.e., encryption, authentication, integrity, etc.) are 

paramount requirements for developing any secure healthcare application. These cryptographic 

functions provide patient privacy and security against many malicious attacks. Strong 

cryptography requires extensive computation and resources, therefore selecting appropriate 

cryptography are not a challenging task for resource hungry medical sensor nodes that can 

provides maximum security while utilizing the minimum resources.  

          4.2. Key MANAGEMENT 

                 Key management protocol is fundamental requirements to develop a secure 

application. This protocol is used to set up and distribute various kinds of cryptographic keys to 

nodes in the network. Generally, there are three types of key management protocols such as: 

(i) trusted server, 

(ii)  key pre-distribution and  

(iii) self enforcing  

                Trusted server protocols rely on a trusted base station responsible for establishing 

the key agreement in the network. It is considered that the trusted server protocols are well 

suited to hierarchical networks in the presence of unlimited resource gateways. Although, 

trusted server based schemes provide stronger security to hierarchical networks, in a real-
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time environment, a trusted server could become a single point for the entire network failure; 

hence, they are not suitable for critical applications (e.g., healthcare).  

                      Key pre-distribution protocols are based on symmetric key cryptography, 

where secret keys are stored in the network before the network deployment. The key pre-

distribution protocols are easy to implement, and offer relatively less computational 

complexity, making them more suitable for resource constrained sensor networks. 

                        Self enforcing protocols using a public-key infrastructure provide many 

advantages, such as, strong security, scalability, and memory efficiency. Earlier public key 

based solutions were thought to be too computationally expensive . 

             4.3. SECURE  ROUTING 

                               In home care or disaster scenarios sensor devices might require sending their 

data to other devices outside their immediate radio range. Therefore, routing and message 

forwarding is a crucial service for end-to-end communication. So far, numerous of routing 

protocols have been proposed for sensor networks, but none of them have been designed with 

strong security as a goal . 

             4.4. RESILIENCE TO NODE CAPTURE 

                               Resilience against node capture is one of the most challenging problems in 

sensor networks. In real-time healthcare applications, the medical sensors are placed on a 

patient‘s body, whereas, the environmental sensors are placed on hospital premises (e.g., ward 

room, operation room etc.) which may be easily accessible to attackers. Thus, an attacker might 

be able to capture a sensor node, get its cryptographic information and alter the sensor 

programming accordingly.  

             4.5. SECURE LOCALIZATION 

                                WMSNs facilitate mobility for patient‘s comfort, therefore patient location 

estimations are needed for the success of healthcare applications. Since, medical sensors‘ sense 

physiological data of an individual, they also need to report the patient‘s location to a remote 

server. As a result, medical sensors have to be aware of patient location, i.e., called localization.. 

            4.6. TRUST MANAGEMENT 

                              Trust signifies the mutual association of any two trustworthy nodes (i.e., 

sensor node and data aggregator node), that are sharing their information. The degree of a node 

should be trustworthy, secure, or reliable during any interaction with the node. Wireless 

healthcare applications depend on distributed cooperation among the network nodes. The key 

aspect of healthcare applications is a trust evaluation on the behaviour of a node (i.e., data 

delivery and quality). So trust management systems are useful to detect the degree of trust of a 

node.  

            4.7. ROBUSTNESS TO COMMUNICATION DENIAL-OF-SERVICES 

                            An attacker attempts to disrupt the network‘s operation by broadcasting high-

energy signals. If the broadcasting is powerful enough, then the entire network communication 

might be jammed. Other attacks are also possible, such as an adversary may delay 

communication by violating the medium access control protocol. Moreover, an adversary can 

transmit packets while a neighbour node is also transmitting.  
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5. PROPOSED SECURITY TECHNIQUE  IN WSN USING WAVELET  
 

                       A wavelet is a mathematical function useful in digital signal processing and image 

compression. Wavelet transforms and other multi-scale analysis functions [39] have been used 

for compact signal and image representations in de-noising, compression and feature detection 

processing problems. Numerous research works have proven that space-frequency and space-

scale expansions with this family of analysis functions provided a very efficient framework for 

signal or image data. . In signal processing, wavelets make it possible to recover weak signals 

from noise . The wavelet transforms [40] it offers great design flexibility. Basis selection, 

spatial-frequency tilting, and various wavelet threshold strategies can be optimized for best 

adaptation to a processing application, data characteristics and feature of interest. Fast 

implementation of wavelet transforms using a filter-bank framework enable real time processing 

capability. Instead of trying to replace standard image processing techniques, wavelet transforms 

offer an efficient representation of the signal, finely tuned to its intrinsic properties. By 

combining such representations with simple processing techniques in the transform domain, 

multi-scale analysis can accomplish remarkable performance and efficiency for many image 

processing problems. Wavelet analysis [41] is an exciting new method for solving difficult 

problems in mathematics, physics, and engineering, with modern applications as diverse as wave 

propagation, data compression, signal processing, image processing, pattern recognition, 

computer graphics, the detection of aircraft and submarines and other medical image technology. 

Wavelets allow complex information such as music, speech, images and patterns to be 

decomposed into elementary forms at different positions and scales and subsequently 

reconstructed with high precision. Signal transmission is based on transmission of a series of 

numbers. The series representation of a function is important in all types of signal transmission. 

The wavelet representation of a function is a new technique. Wavelet transform of a function is 

the improved version of Fourier transform. Fourier transform is a powerful tool for analyzing the 

components of a stationary signal. But it is failed for analyzing the non stationary signal where 

as wavelet transform allows the components of a non-stationary signal to be analyzed. The 

wavelet transform has become a useful computational tool for a variety of signal and image 

processing applications. The wavelet transform is described an algorithms for processing a signal 

after its wavelet transform has been computed. Wavelet transform is designed to be easily 

reversible (invertible); that means the original signal can be easily recovered after it has been 

http://searchcio-midmarket.techtarget.com/definition/digital-signal-processing
http://searchcio-midmarket.techtarget.com/definition/image-compression
http://searchcio-midmarket.techtarget.com/definition/image-compression
http://searchcio-midmarket.techtarget.com/definition/image-compression
http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/noise
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transformed. This kind of wavelet transform is used for image compression and cleaning (noise 

and blur reduction). Typically, the wavelet transform of the image is first computed, the wavelet 

representation is then modified appropriately, and then the wavelet transform is reversed 

(inverted) to obtain a new image. Wavelets are a powerful statistical tool which can be used for a 

wide range of applications, namely :  signal processing,  data compression,  smoothing and 

image denoising,  fingerprint verification,  biology for cell membrane recognition, to distinguish 

the normal from the pathological membranes,  DNA analysis, protein analysis, blood-pressure, 

heart-rate and ECG analyses,  Finance (which is more surprising), for detecting the properties of 

quick variation of values,  in internet traffic description, for designing the services size,  

industrial supervision of gear-wheel,  speech recognition,  computer graphics, many areas of 

physics have seen this paradigm shift, including molecular dynamics , astrophysics, optics, 

turbulence and quantum mechanics. Wavelets have been used successfully in other areas of 

geophysical study.  

6 . WAVELET TECHNIQUE USED IN MHWSN 

                In healthcare solutions and services will be integrated into image technology process.  

In the long term, healthcare solutions and services are also likely to be integrated into electronic 

appliances, machines and information interfaces.  Images are required for substantial storage and 

transmission resources. So advantage of image compression technique is required to reduce these 

data. This thesis covers some back ground of wavelet analysis, data compression and how the 

wavelets have been used for image compression. The threshold is the extremely important 

influence of compression results to suggest the wavelet technique. As the image compression 

[42] is that much important one, for that purpose, we will consider an image and assume that the 

image in a matrix form. As we have to consider the image in matrix of pixel values. In order to 

compress the image, redundancies [43] must be exploited. For example such exploitations those 

areas where there is a little change or no change between the pixels are considered as same. 

Therefore the images having large area of uniform colour will have large redundancies and 

conversely images that have frequent and large changes in colour will be redundant and hard to 

compress. The analysis can be used to divide the information of image in to approximation and 

detail sub signals show the original trend of pixel values.  Three detail sub signals show the 

vertical, horizontal and diagonal details or changing image. If these details are very small then 

they can be set to zero without significantly changes in the image. If these values are in the 
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threshold, than they can set to zero [44]. Since those values are less that the threshold values then 

they will become to zero. In this way, if we get a lot of zeros, then we can say that the image is 

compressed extremely. After the image compression [45-46] is over that the aim is to get or 

retrieve the image. The process of retrieving decomposes the image from compression is 

called‗re-strained‘. If the energy restrained is 100% that the process is called loss less energy re-

trained and image is re-constructed exactly. If the image is not decompose totally, than the type 

of compression is called lose de-compression. 

The important technical issues are discussed here. 
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Figure: 3.(a) 

 

 

 

Figure:3.(b)  

Fig: 3.(a) & 3(b). Multi resolution analysis of de-compressing and compressing process by 

using wavelet Technique. 
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After Compression, the decompression technique is used to retrieve the information with 

accuracy and that can be achieved by the intelligent mechanism techniques. Among lot of 

techniques are available we are going for the particle swarm optimization technique. In this 

technique we will follow an algorithm [47] for retrieval the exact information. According to 

that algorithm, it will follow and accurate information can be retrieved easily. There are a 

number of challenges associated with the long term preservation of digital data. In this paper, 

we are going to describe how the future desired data are preserved in digital document 

system. Of most interest to us for this paper are the requirements of future end users of a 

preserved digital data document. It is crucial when implementing an archival system for the 

long term preservation of digital data, to consider the end user‘s needs with respect to the 

preserved digital document. Such considerations aid in determining exactly what information 

should be preserved along with the digital document and in what way and we cannot predict 

everything at the end user. But it may to want to do with a preserved digital document in the 

future. Which we can assume that they will expect, at least to have the ability to view or 

interact with the data in the same way as today‘s users. As such, it is critical that preserved 

documents can be rendered authentically on future computers. Moreover, the digital 

document should be interpretable and understandable to future end users as well as remaining 

usable. As more medical  and research  institutions come to realize the enormity and 

complexity of work required to store, preserve, and accurate large amounts of their unique 

digital information. More over many will turn to establishing cooperative partnerships for 

leveraging existing mass-storage capacity or utilizing 3rd party data duration service 

providers to help satisfy their needs for a redundant and secure digital preservation system. 

 6.1. SEARCHING THE EXACT DATA: 

                                          For searching the desired data we have lot of algorithms, but 

among them they are not showing the exact data whatever we are required. For this purpose 

in this paper we are proposed a technique to search the data accurately with minimum time 

with without losing of information. That algorithm is the particle swarm optimization 

technique. By using this we can change the data from real format to binary format and it will 

search the desired information. Then it will show us the exact data within less time without 

losing the information. PSO is a population-based optimization technique developed by 

Kennedy and Eberhart (1995) and Shi and Eberhart (1998) [48]. It is initialized with a 

population of random solutions. The algorithm searches for optima satisfying some 

performance index over generation. It uses the number of agents that constitutes a swarm 

moving around in the search space looking for best solution. The PSO technique can generate 
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high quality of optimization solution within a short computation time and exhibits a more 

stable convergence characteristic than other optimization methods. The PSO contains‘ 

individual swarms called ‗particles‘. Each particle represents a possible solution to a problem 

with d-dimensions and its genotype consists 2*d parameters. First d-parameters represent the 

‗particle positions‘ and next d-parameters represent velocity components. These parameters 

move with an adaptable velocity within the search space and retain its own memory with the 

best position it ever reached. The parameters get changed when moving from present iteration 

to the next iteration. At every iteration, the fitness function as a quality measure is calculated 

by using its position vector. Each particle keeps track of its own position, which is associated 

with the best fitness which has achieved so far. The best position obtained so far for particle i 

keeps the track. 

A large inertia weight (w) (Fig.3) facilitates a global search while a small inertia weight 

facilitates a local search. By linearly decreasing the   inertia weight from a relatively large 

value to a small value through the course of the PSO run gives the best PSO performance 

compared with fixed inertia weight settings.   

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 4.Inertia weight factor 
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6.2.IMAGE SEARCH ALGORITHM BY USING DISTRIBUTIVE CO-OPERATIVE 

TECHNIQUE 

                               A distributed system is one in which the processors are less strongly 

connected. A typical distributed system consists of many independent computers in the same 

room, attached via network connections. Such an arrangement is often called a cluster [49-

50]. A distributed algorithm is an algorithm designed to run on computer Hardware 

constructed from interconnected processors. Distributed algorithms are used in many variety 

application areas of distributed computing, such as telecommunications, scientific computing, 

distributed information processing and real-time process control [51-52]. Standard problems 

solved by distributed algorithm are included leader election, consensus, and distributed 

search, spanning tree generation, mutual exclusion & resource allocation. Distributed 

algorithms are typically executed concurrently with separate parts of the algorithm being run 

simultaneously on independent processors & having limited information about what the other 

parts of the algorithm are doing. One of the major challenges in developing and 

implementing distributed algorithm is successfully coordinating the independent part of the 

algorithm in the face of processor failure and unreliable communications links. The choice of 

appropriate distributed algorithm to solve a problem depends both on the characteristics of 

the problem and the system. The algorithm will run in such a manner that the probability or 

link wills not failure. The kind of inter-process communication can be performed with help of 

the level of timing synchronization between separate processors. The distributed object-

oriented paradigm helps the designer to master the complexity of cooperative systems. To 

specify a distributed algorithm, we observe it from three points of view: the group of objects 

(a set of distributed entities involved in a distributed computation), objects (a local entity), 

and their methods (an action that can be performed). In our methodology we define an 

abstract machine specification as an equivalent state/transition model. A state is mainly 

characterized by its assertion definition. Such an assertion is first expressed using classical 

logic operators applied to methods on remote or local objects. We add other logic operators to 

include parallel and distributed features. They allow expressing knowledge and belief 

predicates. For the final implementation step these operators are realized by particular 

method calls. Finally a state predicate is verified if it takes a value in a defined set of possible 

values. A transition is associated with an action to be performed. In fact we use condition / 

action systems. An enabling condition for a transition is checked and, only if it is true, the 

corresponding action is executed. Refinement transforms step by step an abstract model (in 

the remaining of the paper we use invariably the terms specification and model) of a software 
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system into an executable code. It must be emphasized that, by our different refinement steps, 

each model inherits the behavioural and knowledge aspects from higher levels. For instance, 

when a knowledge predicate is used in a group specification, the corresponding knowledge 

predicate will be found in the object specification level (for instance by the way of Boolean 

local variables). A distributed system is an interconnected collection of Autonomous process. 

Such as: Information exchange (WAN), resource sharing (LAN), Multicourse programming, 

Parallelization to increase performance etc. Replication is increase reliability and, modularity 

is improved to design system easily. The configuration of a distributed algorithm is composed 

from the states as its processes and the messages in its channels. A transition is associated to 

an event at one of its processes. A process can perform internal, send and receive events. So a 

process is an internal or send event. An algorithm is centralized if there is exactly one 

initiator. A decentralized algorithm can have multiple initiators. To search any picture we 

have to use the Thumbnail of the Image as a query, because Thumbnail of any Images is parts 

of the picture regardless whatever the background.  By using one universal Image search 

algorithm that can capable to represent the features of any multimedia data type for solving 

the problems. We will use the contents of the Picture as our index key which uses a K-Tree 

[53]. A directed graph, containing 2
k
 incoming nodes and one outgoing node have some 

benefits for the degree of K is affected by the complexity of the data-structure. For another 

data type we will reuse an algorithms particular feature. Secondly the Information‘s stored at 

the higher level of the tree are the lower amount of the feature to describe the global 

Information. On the other hand the higher Information and the features are stored at the lower 

level of the tree. Therefore the user‘s requirements can be adapted between the time and the 

accuracy by selecting appropriate level of the tree. Thirdly the features of K-Tree are 

independent, so the position of the nodes in the tree is same. The problem of inconsistent 

index structure occurs when a multiple-feature query comes. If the indices of different 

structures or different data types are processed individually, the database join operation is 

needed to merge results from each individual index and filters that do not comply with the 

temporal or spatial constraints. By using the K-Tree to search every feature altogether takes 

shorter computing time than using feature-dependent structure to search on many indices 

individually, then merge all results and filters them with spatial constraints. 

 6.3. GENERALIZED RETRIEVAL MODEL 

 The k-tree structure is used to retain location information and also a histogram is used 

to store the characteristics of each portion of the data that corresponds to a part of the tree. 

This generalized model is depicted in Figure 4.First, either general mathematical models, or 
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special methods, extract the feature of interest. Second, the domain of data type is reduced 

into a set and each item in the database is also mapped to the set. Third, virtual data values 

are added to data items, if necessary, to create such that each item will generate a balanced k-

tree. A k-tree is built using histogram values for each feature. 

 

 

 

Figure:5. Generalized Retrieval Method 

      6.4.  BINARY PSO BASED SERCHING ALGORITHM  

Binary PSO based multi-objective Rule Selection Algorithm to perform multi-objective rule 

selection; we have already extracted N classification rules in the rule discovery phase of 

classification rule mining. These N rules are used as candidate rules in the rule selection 

phase. Let S be a subset of the N candidate rules (i.e. S is a classifier). A binary string of 

length N represent S, where ―1‖ means the inclusion in S and ―0‖ means the exclusion from S 

of the corresponding candidate rule. We use binary MOPSO to search for pare to optimal rule 

sets of the following three-objective rule selection problem. 

Maximize f1(S)  

Where f1(S) is the number of correctly Classified training patterns by S, 

Minimize f2(S) 

 Where f2(S) is the number of selected rules in S, 

Minimize f3(S)  

Where f3(S) is the total number of antecedent condition over selected rules in S. 

The first objective is maximized while the second and third objectives are minimized.  
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The third objective can be viewed as the minimization of the total rule length since the 

number of antecedent condition of each rule is often reformed to as the rule length. 

 6.5. ALGORITHM 

Step-1:    Initialize the population POP: 

Randomly generate Npop binary strings (particles) of length N is (no.of candidate rules 

extracted in rule Extraction phase) 

Step-2: Initialize the position of each particle: 

        For i=1 to Npop, xt(i)=pop[i] 

Step-3: Initialise the velocity of each particle: 

    For i=1µ Npop, vt[i]=0 /  initializing each velocity with single of 0‘s / 

Step-4: Initialise the P best of each particle: 

        For i=1 to Npop, PBEST[i]=xt[i] 

Step-5: Evaluate the fitness of each particle /*compute f1(s), f2(s) & f3(s) 

Step-6: Store the position of the particles that represent non-dominated vectors in the 

reposition REP. 

Step-7: WHILE maximum number of cycles has not been reached DO 

 

(a) Compute the best for each particle in the reposition REP applying k-mediod 

clustering technique on two objective criterions coverage and confidence. 

(b) Compute the speed of each particle using the following expression bit wise:         

For C=1 to L 

vt+1 [i][l] = vt [i] [l]+Rand( ) (PBRST [i] [l] 

-xt [i] [()] + Rand (0) (G BEST [i] [l]-xt [i] [()] /x Rand ( ) tables the values in the 

range (0.1) 

(c) Update the new positions of the particles xt+1[i] bitwise: For l=1 to L,Calculate the 

threshold value 

 If (rand ( ) < w) then xt+1 [i]- [l]=1 

  else xt+1,[i]-[l]=0 

(d) Evaluate the fitness of each of the new particles in pop 

(e) Update the p best of each particle. 

(f) Update the contents of reposition REP by inserting all the currently non-dominated 

particles into the reposition. Any dominated totaling from the reposition are eliminated in the 

process, since the size of the reposition is limited, wherever it gets full, a secondary criterions 

for refection known as crowding distance technique is applied. The final result of PSO-based 
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multi objective rule selection (all the final non-dominated particle in the reporting) is not a 

single rule set but a number of non-dominated rule sets with respect to the three objectives in 

(7). This is the main characteristic feature of PSO-based multi-objective rule selection.  

 6.6. ALGORITHM 

 Virtual Node 

The Virtual-Node (VN) in-picture search algorithm 

Case A) if query‘s tree aligns within the k-tree structure of data: 

1. Find the distances between feature in root of the query tree and nodes of the data at level 

Li-1 – nodes with solid-line link – of the stored item. If distances are equal to the distance 

between the query and their parents, the query could be found within those child nodes. 

2 Repeat   

Case A) Recursively on this child node. If there is no distance at level Li-1 close to the 

distance to the parent, the query is ―not aligned‖. Follow Case B below. 

Case B) if the query data falls in between two or more nodes: 

1. If no node in k-tree can be a candidate, Virtual nodes (white nodes) between two nodes 

have to be generated from the parts of their child nodes. 

2. Repeat the whole algorithm into a new tree; use the whole algorithm within the dashed 

box. 

Case C) If height of query is equal to a node height: 

1 Use histogram distance function to calculate the distance then 

2 Return the distance and location.  

6.7. PICTURE SEARCH ALGORITHM (GENERALIZED VIRTUAL NODE) 

Extended_Query=Add_Dummies (Query) 

Feature_Of_Extended_Query = Feature_Extraction (Extended_Query) 

VirtualNodeComparison (Feature_Of_Extended_Query, 

Feature_Of_Extended_Data, ROOT, distance,  

Tentative_Location) 

IF (distance < threshold) THEN BEGIN 

Find ―Query_Representative,‖ the largest node in the k-tree of feature_Of_Query, where no 

parts of dummies are included. 

Virtual Node Comparison (Query Representative, Feature_Of_Extended_Data, 

Tentative _Location, distance1, 

Tentative_Location1) 

IF (distance1 < threshold1) THEN BEGIN 
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Find the final distance by calculating the distance between the query and area of data where 

the beginning of the area is at Tentative_Location1. 

Distance = distance1 

Location = Tentative_Location1 

RETURN 

END 

END  

 

7.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION 

             Falling electronics prices and their increasing power, coupled with sensing 

technologies, promise to make health monitoring in one‘s home, rather than frequent trips to 

the hospital.  Wireless sensor networks are the way to go, but wireless communication poses 

significant challenges from the usable spectrum, to the effects on human body. In terms of 

protocols, several issues like robustness, security and interference-free communication are 

key requirements. Imaging and automated workflow have enabled a major transformation of 

the medical healthcare wireless sensor network process. It has given a new solution to the 

medical healthcare WSN system to remove the noise from the signals & gives the correct 

information to the doctor for diagnosis the patient. Most of the problems regarding MHWSNs 

have been solved by this technique .The end results will be low cost, transparent and faster. 

In this way doctor will capable to diagnosis a patient in proper manner through online, 

interactive and able to give some direction to him. 
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